. Overview of the array layout. Top. The full array contains 14 small QC-blocks (white square). All sequences outside the QC-blocks are for the aptamer binding assays. Bottom. Enlarged picture of one of the 14 small QC-blocks. Cy3-labeled QC oligo hybridization: Spots in the blue rectangle are QC1-5 (row 1), QC6-10 (row 2) and QC11-15 (row 3). The orange rectangles contain 15 negative control spots. The red rectangle contains spots on top of a 5T-spacer for QC1-5 (row 1) and QC6-10 (row 2). The yellow rectangle contains spots on top of a 10T-spacer for QC1-5 (row 1) and QC6-10 (row 2). The green rectangle contains spots for a coupling efficiency test. Two hybridization sequences were synthesized: QC1 (top row) and QC6 (bottom row). These were synthesized on mixed-base linkers with sequence ACGTACGT... with lengths increasing in steps of five from a 5mer to a 25mer. The purple square indicates the spots for the coupling efficiency test of the four separate amidites. QC6 on a dA 5mer (spot 1, row 1), QC6 on a dC 5mer (spot 2, row 1), QC6 on a dG 5mer (spot 1, row 2), QC6 on a dT 5mer (spot 2, row 2). A step capping followed each coupling in the linker synthesis. Other spots in this block are not relevant in this experiment. Cy5-labeled streptavidin binding to aptamers: In the white area from top to bottom sequences SBA001-SBA010. In the blue area from top to bottom: sequences SBA013-SBA022. In the blue area from top to bottom: sequences SBA013-SBA022. In the red area from upper left to lower left, sequences SBA025-SBA034 and on the right, SBA037-SBA046. Aptamer sequences are given on the next page. 
